Recent progress has been made in identifying genomic regions implicated in trait evolution on a mi-18 croevolutionary scale in many species, but whether these are relevant over macroevolutionary time 19 remains unclear. Here, we directly address this fundamental question using bird beak shape, a key evo-20 lutionary innovation linked to patterns of resource use, divergence and speciation, as a model trait. We 21 integrate class-wide geometric-morphometric analyses with evolutionary sequence analyses of 10,322 22 protein coding genes as well as 229,001 genomic regions spanning 72 species. We identify 1,434 protein 23 coding genes and 39,806 noncoding regions for which molecular rates were significantly related to rates 24 of bill shape evolution. We show that homologs of the identified protein coding genes as well as genes 25 in close proximity to the identified noncoding regions are involved in craniofacial embryo development in 26 mammals. They are associated with embryonic stem cells pathways, including BMP and Wnt signalling, 27 both of which have repeatedly been implicated in the morphological development of avian beaks. This 28 suggests that identifying genotype-phenotype association on a genome wide scale over macroevolution-29 ary time is feasible. While the coding and noncoding gene sets are associated with similar pathways, the 30 actual genes are highly distinct, with significantly reduced overlap between them and bill-related phe-31 notype associations specific to noncoding loci. Evidence for signatures of recent diversifying selection 32 on our identified noncoding loci in Darwin finch populations further suggests that regulatory rather than 33 coding changes are major drivers of morphological diversification over macroevolutionary times. 34 Disentangling the interplay between macroevolutionary trends and microevolutionary processes is fun-36 damental to understand patterns of diversification over time. Key innovations, defined as traits that 37 allow species to interact with environments in novel ways (Stroud and Losos 2016), are thought to play 38 an important role determining macroevolutionary patterns of diversification, by allowing lineages to ac-39 cess and exploit new, previously inaccessible resources (Hunter 1998). In birds, evolutionary transitions 40 in life-history traits and the emergence of de-novo innovations occurred rapidly alongside species and 41 niche diversification (Balanoff et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2014). Understanding whether convergent molecu-42 lar mechanisms underlie independent trait evolution in different organisms is a key question in biology 43
Introduction
Detecting conserved noncoding regions implicated in beak shape evolution 145 To identify noncoding, possibly regulatory, regions that may be associated with beak shape morpho-146 logical change over macroevolutionary time we analysed genomic regions based on avian conserved 147 elements obtained from the chicken genome (Seki et al. 2017) . Specifically, we obtained multiple se-148 quence alignments of conserved regions from whole genome alignments comprising 72 bird genomes 149 (Table S2 ) and grouped branches in up to 16 different categories using a k-means binning approach on 150 branch specific morphological beak shape rate change (Cooney et al. 2017 ), a similar binning approach 151 as for protein coding genes. Simulations show that 16 bins capture rate heterogeneity among branches 152 very well at computationally feasible costs ( Figure S2 ). 153 We successfully processed and analysed 229,001 conserved elements, of which 39,806 (≈ 17.4%) 154 showed significant variation in their substitution rates after correcting for multiple testing (χ 2 -test, 155 FDR<0.05). As we were interested to link potentially cis-regulatory elements to their target genes 156 we restricted our analysis to conserved elements within or in close proximity to genes. Although the tionship of the rate of molecular change and the rate of morphological change we focused on 2,644 out of 39,806 genomic regions (≈ 1.2% of all genomic regions) that individually showed a significant 173 correlation (Kendall τ , P<0.05) between beak shape rates and substitution rate. We find that the over-174 representation for mice craniofacial genes is driven by a subset of 163 genes nearby the 2,644 regions 175 (P=2.5×10 −5 , χ 2 -test), but not the 721 remaining genes (P=0.58, χ 2 -test, df=1). This suggests that 176 the rate of molecular change in noncoding regions may be correlated to the rate of beak shape change 177 (Table 3) . 178 These previous analyses are most likely to identify the role of cis-regulatory elements because they focus 179 on genes nearby to noncoding regions. Hence, we conducted a second strategy to gain further insights 180 into the role of the identified noncoding regions as possible trans-acting elements. For this, we searched 181 for short enriched motifs in the set of 39,806 genomic regions using DREME (Bailey 2011), and focused 182 on the top 20 enriched motifs (Table S3 ). These motifs are potentially part of genomic regions that are 183 targets of transcription factors. 184 To identify potential proteins binding to these motifs we used TOMTOM (Gupta et al. 2007 ) and obtained 185 145 potential annotated binding proteins, including GSC and SMAD proteins, both previously identified 186 to be associated with beak shape morphological evolution (Parsons and Albertson 2009; Lamichhaney 187 et al. 2015). To discern potential functions related to craniofacial features we conducted a phenotype enrichment analysis and identified "Abnormal lip morphology" as significant phenotype association and "lip 189 and craniofacial abnormalities" as disease associated ontologies using a disease annotation database 190 (Table 1) .
191

Genetic differentiation of the identified noncoding loci in Darwin's finches 192
To test whether the identified noncoding loci may play a role in shaping beak morphology in a recent 193 diversification we obtained polymorphism data from Darwin's finch populations that either show a pointy 194 or blunt beak phenotype (Lamichhaney et al. 2015) . Using this dataset we find that our identified regions 195 are characterised by patterns of linked selection that differ to a genomic control. Relative to genomic 196 control regions, we find a stronger genetic differentiation between blunt and pointy phenotype populations 197 ( Figure 3A) , as well as a higher overall genetic diversity at our identified loci ( Figure 3B ).
198
Genes underlying evolutionary hotspots of beak shape divergence
Protein coding genes associated with beak shape evolution across birds
For protein coding genes, we found significant variation in d N /d S between binned branches in ≈ 14% of 226 the genes tested, but we did not find a significant correlation between rates of phenotypic evolution and 227 protein evolution for any gene. The binned model for coding DNA described in this study is not a formal 228 test for positive selection, however a positive correlation between evolutionary rates and morphological 229 genes could be indicative of repeated adaptive evolution of the same gene. Although we do not find 230 evidence for this, some loci may have experienced shifts in d N /d S ratios repeatedly across distantly-231 related branches in association with beak shape morphological change. This relation may be explained 232 by a number of different evolutionary forces, potentially acting independently or in tandem.
233
An association between d N /d S and morphological changes may not be associated with adaptive events, 234 but could also be explained by varying levels of genetic drift or purifying selection. For instance, relaxed 235 purifying selection often occurs in response to environmental changes that weaken the effect of selec-236 tion previously required to maintain a trait (Lahti et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, environments and therefore a selective sweep would be followed by sustained reduction in d N /d S through a prolonged period of 250 intense purifying selection. We also did not identify genes with a significant negative correlations. We 251 want to stress that further exploration of how adaptation occurs over macroevolutionary time, and the 252 signals of selection left by ancient adaptive events is necessary to be able to fully elucidate our results.
It may well be that our assumption of a positive correlation with beak shape rate does not hold because 254 the role of convergent evolution is less pervasive, or that a rate analysis at coding sites does not have 255 enough power as a measure of repeated directional positive selection.
256
The effect of varying effective population size and life-history traits 257 Following the K-Pg extinction, modern birds experienced drastic reductions in body size, and with it, 
290
Noncoding regions associated with beak shape morphology evolution across birds 291 Branch specific substitution rates of more than 39,000 avian-specific conserved regions are significantly 292 associated with beak shape rates. We find more than 850 genes that are nearby these regions, possibly 293 cis-regulatory factors, that show significant enrichment for craniofacial phenotypes in humans and mice.
294
Unlike for protein coding regions we were unable to correct our substitution rate estimates for the effect 295 of varying mutation rates (e.g. there is no counterpart for d S as for coding regions). Due to special 296 features of the avian karyotype, such as a stable recombinational and mutational landscape, it seems 297 unlikely that variation in mutation rate can contribute to the patterns observed here. However, while inter-298 chromosomal re-arrangements are rare in birds, intra-chromosomal changes are more common and 299 could lead to sudden changes in local mutation rates (Gossmann et al. 2018) . Additionally, we restricted 300 our analysis to noncoding regions that are specific to birds, or highly divergent relative to vertebrates noncoding regions were identified based on the chicken genome, we lack those conserved regions that 304 are absent from the chicken genome but present in other parts of the phylogeny.
305
More than 2,000 of the identified regions showed a significant correlation with binned rates of beak 306 shape change and genes nearby these regions significantly overlap with genes involved in craniofacical 307 development in mice (Table 3 ). The association of sequence divergence and trait divergence, along with a strong phenotypic enrichment, might suggest that the accumulation of neutral mutations at noncoding tissue and insulin sensitivity (Lee et al. 2007; Karsenty and Ferron 2012; Mera et al. 2016) . Equally, as with COL4A5, a type IV collagen protein encoding gene, and ALX1, implicated in craniofacial develop- Beak shape as a proxy for trait diversification 381 A key principle of adaptive radiation theory is that diversification of species is associated with ecological 382 and morphological diversity (Schluter 2000) . In birds, the evolution of morphological changes tends 383 to coincide with speciation events, with some discontinuities, particularly early on in avian evolution 384 (Foote 1997; Ricklefs 2004; Hughes et al. 2013; Mcentee et al. 2018) . Here, we focus particularly on 385 beak shape evolution because of its putative importance as a key ecomorphological trait and its link to in this study are not associated with beak shape according to their putative functions. There are two 390 explanations for this: First, some of the identified genes are pleiotropic in character and second, their functions are associated with traits that co-vary with beak shape evolution. We suspect that, alongside strong candidates for beak shape, we have detected genes implicated in a range of adaptive changes that have allowed species to diversify into different ecological niches. Here, estimates of beak shape 394 evolution taken from Cooney et al. (2017) may have acted to identify branches with the fastest rate of 395 phenotypic evolution rather than beak shape evolution specifically. This may be of particular relevance 396 for the identification of genomic loci underlying beak shape diversification hotspots.
397
In summary, we were able to identify genomic loci associated with beak shape morphological evolution and morphological diversification remain difficult to pinpoint. However, as genomic and morphological 409 data continue to accumulate, our framework offers a potentially powerful approach to further disentan-410 gling the interplay of selection and drift responsible for driving the diversification of complex phenotypic 411 traits at macroevolutionary scales.
412
Methods
413
Multiple sequence alignments for protein coding genes 414 We used genomes of 57 bird species with high quality annotations from NCBI RefSeq (O'Leary et al. (Table S2) . First, 12,013 orthologous protein coding genes were retrieved using RefSeq and Table S2 . We used avian-specific highly conserved elements (ASHCE) Based on this information, we hypothesised that branches found to have experienced rapid beak shape evolution should also experience faster evolutionary change at the protein or genomic level. To test this, we split our evolutionary analyses into two, discrete approaches. First, for the detection of genes 447 and genomic regions that have recurring effects on beak shape variation across multiple branches, we 448 devised a binned approach. Second, for the detection of genes undergoing positive selection at branches 449 that show rapid morphological change, we designed a hotspot approach.
450
Binned branch approach for the detection of large-effect genes and regulatory regions 451 To detect genes that may be undergoing repeated periods of rapid, possibly adaptive, evolution across 452 multiple lineages, we grouped branches in each alignment phylogeny according to their rates of mor-453 phological evolution using k-means binning (Lloyd 1982) . Here, we opted for up to eight (coding) and 454 16 (ASCHE) bins, respectively, to enable robust statistical analysis but still reasonable computational 455 time for the substitution rate analysis. To phylogenetically link the genetic data to the morphological 456 data we relied on the Hackett et al. backbone (Hackett et al. 2008 ), hence we did not account for phylo-457 genetic heterogeneity among genes and possible gene-tree species tree discordance. Branches were 458 grouped incrementally based on rates of trait evolution using a k-means binning approach, with the first 459 bin representing branches with the slowest rates of morphological evolution, and the last bin representing 460 branches with the fastest rates of morphological evolution (Figure 1) . We assumed that genes involved 461 in beak shape evolution would experience evolutionary rate change at the protein level (d N /d S ) pro-462 portional to their respective rate of morphological evolution. Theoretically, we hypothesize that genes 463 important in beak shape evolution across many branches would show a strong positive correlation.
464
In our analysis, we tested this using a branch model which assumes different substitution rates (d N /d S ) 465 across different, pre-defined, branches in a phylogeny. Critically, the branch model may be useful in 466 the detection of adaptive evolution occurring on particular branches (Yang et al. 1998; Yang 1998) . Figure 1 : An example tree illustrating the grouping of branches according their beak shape morphological rates. The marked topology was then used as input for branch model in PAML (codeml for coding DNA and baseml for noncoding DNA). The maximum number of bins is eight for the coding gene set and 16 for the avian-specific highly conserved elements (ASHCE) set. Here, as an example, a binning with seven bins (#0 to #6) is shown. Tables Table 1: Top phenotype ontology associations identified from the identified genomic loci, coding genes, genes nearby noncoding regions and possible DNA binding proteins. * marked ontology terms are based on disease annotation database approach (GLAD4U). ---------------P-value (χ 2 2 × 2 test, df=1) 0.002 Table 3 : Enrichment tests for genes nearby genomic regions that show significant hetereogeneity in their substitution rates (heterogeneity was tested for grouped branches according to beak shape morphological change rates) versus a set of 511 known genes involved in craniofacial development in mice. Gene sets were further subset according to whether their was a significant correlation between morphological change of beak shape and substitution rates. P-values were obtained using a χ 2 2 × 2 test. 
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